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The Great

Space

In the great 
space race, 
you will visit 
4 planets.  Be 
the first at 
the end to 

win!

Race
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Next, zoom 
off to the 

vase planet. 
 Make sure 
to smell the 

flowers!

First, fly to 
the cake 

planet.  Don't 
get too full!



Do not stop 
at the 
flame 

planet.  It is 
too hot.

Then you 
will fill up at 
the grape 
planet.  Try 
the frozen 
grapes, too.



You made it 
back first!  

You win!

Last stop 
is the plane 
planet.  Hop 
on a plane 
and come 

home!
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Dot the -a_e

Fill in the sentence

1. The people in the race 

ran fast.
2. Did you fly in a  plane?



-a_eFind the words
G T C A K E

R S S V W E

A P R A C E

P A H S P L

E C Z E R K

F E D B M N

vase
race
space
grape
cake

Write two sentences using -a_e words
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